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Highlights

Salzburg old town

Getreidegasse

Mozart House

Salzburg Cathedral

Hohensalzburg Fortress

Sound of Music tour

Mönchsberg Hill
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A magical 4 hours
through Salzburg and

the area seeing
the Sound of Music 

sites. 
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While the fortress itself is not 
amazing (some of the museums 

are ok), the views are some of  our 
favorites in all of Europe.

Sunrise/breakfast
overlooking Salzburg

from Kapuzinerkloster. 

Shopping along
the old street 
Getreidegasse.

Take a step back and
imagine what it would

be like to be in the house
when Mozart was born.

Special Moments
Travel is about those special moments that make the trip memorable.

Here are the best from Salzburg. 
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01Arrive in Salzburg

Head to Old Town

Wander around old town

Make your way to Augustin-
er Bräu Kloster Mülln

Depends

Depends

1-2 hours

1-2 hours

Day

3

Daily Itinerary

Augustiner Bräu Kloster Mülln

1

The old town of Salzburg is quite 
stunning and really deserves 
both a night walk to orient 
yourself and then a day spent 
exploring. For the evening, a 
walk along the river leads to an 
old beer garden where you can 
eat upstairs or just enjoy the 
beer garden downstairs. 

Arrival Salzburg
There are really 3 ways to get to Salz-
burg - car, train, or bus. Train is proba-
bly the easiest way, car the most fun, 
and bus the cheapest. By train it takes 
about 2 hours or less from Munich or 
2.5 - 3 hours from Vienna. You can 
drive in under 2 hours from Munich or 
3 - 3.5 hours from Vienna. You can take 
a bus from Munich, which takes a little 
over 2 hours. There is no easy bus 
connection from Vienna. 
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Old Town



02 Grab breakfast for picnic at
Kapuzinerkloster

Head to the Getreidegasse 
for shopping

Visit the Mozart House

Lunch along Getreidegasse

Salzburg Cathedral

Hohensalzburg Fortress

Dinner at Gasthaus Zwet-
tler's

1-2 hours

0.5 hour

1 hour

1 hour

0.5 hours

2 hours

1-2 hours

Day

4

Daily Itinerary
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Getreidegasse

Mozart House

Hohensalzburg Salzburg
Cathedral

Kapuzinerkloster

The old, main street of Salz-
burg dates back to the 1500’s 
and also houses the the birth 
house of Mozart. If you are a 
piano enthusiast, this is a 
can’t miss. One highlight of 
the street is the metal signs 
hanging from the shops - just 
like in olden days.

While the “fortress” itself isn’t the most beautiful 
or entertaining thing in Salzburg, the museums 
are worth a quick stop in. If you want to take 
transportation to the top, the cable car is located 
on Festungsgasse 4 at the bottom of the hill. It 
costs a coupe euros but saves you the trek. If you 
can, the hike is worth it as the best part of the 
fortress is all of the views over Salzburg you get. 
Take your time and find a bench along the way 
for a magical moment staring over this beautiful 
city. The fortress is open 9:30 - 17:00 Oct to April 
and 9:00 - 19:00 April to Oct.

Breakfast with a view 
of the castle and cupo-
las is the best way to 
start. Walk over the 
Staatsbrücke and up 
the hill. Look for a side 
path to the right that 
will lead to a great 
view over the city.
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03Breakfast hotel

Sound of Music tour

Lunch in the old city

Hike Mönchsberg Hill

Dinner at St Peter’s - one of 
the oldest restaurnants in 
Saalzburg

Depends

4 hours

1-2 hours

1-2 hours

1-2 hours

DayDaily Itinerary

Rough sketch of Sound
of Music Tour
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After a day of sitting in buses, 
you may enjoy a short hike up  
Mönchsberg Hill where you can 
get another good view over the 
city. The hike starts right 
around where you took the 
cable car up the hill to the 
fortress, so enjoy! 

The Sound of Music tour takes you 
through some of the already seen spots 
from yesterday, but presents them in a 
different light. Plus, it takes you 
through the beautiful Lake District, 
allowing you to explore a little bit of 
nature surrounding the city. The meet-
ing point (if you book through Get Your 
Guide) should be Busterminal Mirabell-
platz, right in front of St. Andrä and 
tours leave at 9:15am and 2:00pm. The 
tour is 4 hours long.

Old Town
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Things to do up front:

Book accommodation as soon as you can to get the best deals. There 
aren’t a ton of places to stay in Salzburg that also present a good location 
at a reasonable price. Airbnb or a hostel is potentially a better bet if you 
are on a budget.

Money: Euros are used in Austria and you are always better off carrying cash - 
don’t be fooled by Salzburg being a touristy city, not everywhere will take cards! 
It is also not the cheapest of cities, as it has a reputation to uphold. We would 
rank it mid-range for prices, but it certainly isn’t cheap.

Transportation: The city is pretty manegable on foot. Everything is close 
together and the longest walk is either up the hill to the fortress or to dinner on 
the first night (15 minutes).

Your pretty much have to arrive in Salzburg either in your own car or on a 
train. If you drive, parking is tight. We had some success parking south of the 
fortress, or just book a hotel with parking. The train station is an easier walk to 
the city, but also connected by buses. 

Best times to visit: 
Salzburg can be pretty all year round - beautiful sunny days in summer or snow 
covered in winter. The best times to travel are really from April to mid -June, 
and then end of August to mid October. The summer time can be very warm and 
really crowded. If you can only travel between mid-June and end of August, 
however, don’t shy away from visiting, just be prepared for longer lines and 
more people. 

SUMMARY
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Where to Eat
The Austrian cuisine is pretty similar to 
the German cuisine. Or the German is 
similar to the Austrian - depends on who 
you ask! For the less price conscious, 
there are some nice restaurants in and 
around the old city. We recommend the 
beer garden for traditional experience for 
either food or drink or both! If you want 
to eat cheaper, wander a bit further out of 
the old city or be willing to eat a pizza or 
a wrap or something. Picnics are always 
a great idea too! 

Where to Stay
As mentioned before, prices can be pretty 
pricey for a hotel in the old city. Look on 
the other side of the river or a bit further 
north or south for more reasonable 
prices. Airbnb is also a good option in a 
city like Salzburg. For the ultra budget, 
there is a good hostel about a 20 minute 
walk from the old city south of the 
fortress. It also has parking. 
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